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1 Introduction

The presence of light (pseudo) scalars coupled to particles of the Standard Model (SM)

of particle physics would have numerous consequences from the subatomic to the cosmo-

logical scale. These particles might address the longstanding question of why quantum

chromodynamics seems to not break the CP symmetry [1], as well as explain a possible

component of dark matter. Axion-like particles (ALPs) appear in many extensions of the

SM. For example, CP-odd scalars typically appear in the string theory landscape [2–7],

or theories with spontaneously broken approximate symmetries [8, 9]. A CP-even scalar

can for instance be the radion mode from an extra dimension [10], the dilaton arising from

spontaneous breaking of conformal symmetry [11], or the radial mode of the symmetry-

breaking vacuum in composite Higgs models [12]. Any new neutral spin-0 particle added to

the SM typically couples to fermions only via dimension-five operators proportional to the

fermion mass, while its dominant coupling to gauge bosons is via dimension-five operators

containing derivatives. Therefore, at energies above the top quark mass, these particles are

mostly accessible via their couplings to gauge bosons or the Higgs boson. In this paper,

we are primarily interested in their coupling to photons.

These particles have been strongly constrained by numerous observations,1 some of

them by dedicated experiments. A number of these constraints are model-independent,

in the sense that they can be shown in the plane of mass versus (pseudo)scalar-photon

coupling. This landscape of constraints tends to vanish at high masses, where searches are

collider-based. Indeed, searching for a particle relying only on its coupling to photons is

not an easy task at a lepton or hadron collider. Bounds obtained from the LEP, Tevatron

1An up-to-date review can be found in ref. [13].
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an axion-like particle production in two-photon coherent emis-

sion in proton-proton collisions. The scattered intact protons are tagged with the forward proton

detectors and the photon pair is detected in the central detector.

and LHC in tri-photon, di-photon and mono-photon final states reach the highest masses,

but are not very sensitive. Conversely, bounds from on-shell Higgs and Z0 boson decays

into an ALP in association with visible SM particles have been studied recently in ref. [13]

along with their projections for Run-2 of the LHC. The sensitivity found is very good, but

the mass reach is necessarily bounded from above by kinematics.

A particularly interesting proposal to study the ALP-photon coupling is via elastic scat-

tering of light-by-light in ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions, as pointed out in ref. [14].

In these collisions, the coherent photon-photon luminosity is proportional to Z4 (Z = 82

for lead), which enhances significantly the cross section for exclusive diphoton production.

Evidence for light-by-light scattering in ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions was reported

by the ATLAS collaboration [15] and the corresponding bounds on the ALP-photon cou-

pling were derived shortly afterwards [16]. These bounds can be quite robust for masses

from 1 GeV to 100 GeV, with its reach in mass limited from above by the minimum impact

parameter in ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions. However, for larger masses usually acces-

sible in proton-proton (p-p) collisions at the LHC, the ALP search remains very challenging.

This paper presents an extension of the search for a (pseudo) scalar in light-by-light

scattering at the LHC. We propose to search for ALPs in central exclusive diphoton

production in p-p collisions (see figure 1),

pp→ p(γγ → γγ)p (1.1)

where the photon pair is measured in the central detector and the scattered intact protons

are tagged with dedicated forward proton detectors, which are installed symmetrically

at a distance of about 210 m (220 m) with respect to the interaction points of the CMS

(ATLAS) experiment (see figure 2). Using proton tagging, we can reach diphoton invariant

masses between 350 GeV and 2 TeV, where the acceptance of the forward detectors is nearly

100% efficient.

The LHC magnets around the interaction points of CMS and ATLAS act as a precise

longitudinal momentum spectrometer on the protons that have lost a fraction of their orig-

inal momentum due to the photon exchange. The forward proton detectors are equipped

with charged particle trackers to tag the intact protons. The proton fractional momentum

loss ξ = ∆p/p is reconstructed offline. Compared to other exclusive production searches,

which usually rely on vetoes on the detector activity (for example, absence of calorimeter
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the proton tagging method at the LHC in central exclusive

processes. The central detector (circle) collects the photon pair. The LHC magnets (blue) act

as a precise momentum spectrometer on the outgoing intact protons. The protons pass through

the forward detectors (black boxes) and their kinematic information is reconstructed offline. The

dashed line represents the beamline.

activity in the forward and backward rapidities above a threshold), the proton tagging

method directly measures the proton surviving the coherent photon emission.

The forward detectors, together with the central detector, enable the complete recon-

struction of the collision event. This sets a kinematical constraint on the final state that

allows an efficient offline selection for central exclusive processes with large background re-

jection factors. Other studies based on proton tagging at the LHC for new physics searches

can be found in [17–38].

The detectors capable of studying central exclusive production in Run-2 of the LHC

are the ATLAS Forward Physics (AFP) [39] and the CMS-TOTEM Precision Proton Spec-

trometer (CT-PPS) [40], which were brought online in 2017 and 2016 respectively. CT-PPS

reported the first physics result at the LHC using the proton tagging method by observing

the pp → p(γγ → `+`−)p reaction [41], which serves as a proof of principle of the pro-

ton tagging method to study γγ collisions above the electroweak scale. About 40 fb−1 of

data has been recorded by AFP and CT-PPS for offline analysis at the time of writing

this paper.

Qualitatively, the interest of our proposed search method compared to the ones men-

tioned at the beginning is that the mass reach is limited only by the center-of-mass energy of

the proton-proton system and the acceptance of the forward detectors. The photon-photon

luminosity for the γγ → γγ subprocess is much smaller than the one in an ultraperiph-

eral heavy-ion collision, but on the other hand the reach in the center-of-mass energy of

the photon pair is higher, which enhances the sensitivity for the ALP search since the

(pseudo) scalar-photon coupling vertex comes from an effective dimension-5 operator and

thus grows rapidly with the diphoton collision energy. Another advantage of the exclusive

channel in proton-proton collisions is that it does not need to rely on a dedicated bump

search in the diphoton spectrum. Therefore, the results we can obtain are valid for a

very broad resonance, which could be missed by an analysis relying on the diphoton mass

spectrum lineshape.

The paper is organized as follows. The ALP-induced light-by-light scattering rate is

calculated in section 2. Our analysis strategy is then detailed in section 3, and section 4

– 3 –
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summarizes the simulation results. The statistical framework used for the projections is

laid down in section 5. Section 6 contains our final results, where we show our projections

in the ALP parameter space.

2 The pp → p(γγ → γγ)p process

We compute the production rates for light-by-light scattering in proton-proton collisions

using the equivalent photon approximation [42]. In this approximation, the electromag-

netic field generated by the fast moving protons can be considered as an intense photon

beam. The photons exchanged by the colliding protons are almost on their mass shell (low

virtualities Q2).

The hadronic cross section can be calculated as a convolution of the effective photon

fluxes and the γγ → γγ subprocess matrix elements,

dσ

dΩ

pp→p(γγ→γγ)p

=

∫
dL
dŝ

γγ dσ̂

dΩ

γγ→γγ
dŝ , (2.1)

where dL
dŝ

γγ
is the two-photon effective luminosity spectrum, obtained after integrating the

photon fluxes over their virtualities2 and energies at a fixed two-photon center-of-mass

energy ŝ, and dσ̂
dΩ

γγ→γγ
is the subprocess differential cross section. We use the photon flux

computed from the proton elastic electromagnetic form factor [43].

In our treatment we consider a survival probability 〈S2〉 = 0.9, which quantifies the

probability that the protons remain intact after the coherent photon emission. Phenomeno-

logy studies suggest that 〈S2〉 can have weak dependence on the invariant diphoton mass

mγγ and pγT due to soft rescattering effects between the surviving protons [44, 45], and it

might have values down to 〈S2〉 = 0.6 for masses close to 2 TeV for some photo-produced

processes, where the acceptance of the forward detectors vanishes. Ultimately, this non-

perturbative quantity has to be measured experimentally by the AFP and CT-PPS exper-

iments. We should mention that in our study we do not take into account polarization

effects of the initial-state photons, as is often done in the equivalent photon approxima-

tion. Initial-state photons polarizations could yield differences in the production cross

section, since they might affect the aforementioned soft rescattering effects [44–46]. To

the best of our knowledge, there are no explicit calculations for polarization effects in

pp → p(γγ → γγ)p scattering, although results for specific processes are known [44, 46].

For purposes of the expected bounds calculation, which will depend on the total yield of

the signal rather than on differential features, we will neglect these effects. However, if an

ALP is discovered in this channel, a proper treatment of initial-state photons polarizations

would be useful to determine the nature of the new particle.

In order to describe the interaction of the (pseudo) scalar a with photons we use the

effective interaction models

L+ =
1

f
aFµνF

µν (CP-even) , L− =
1

f
aFµνF̃

µν (CP-odd) , (2.2)

2We use the lowest virtuality allowed by kinematics Q2
min =

2m2
pE

2
γ√

s(
√
s/2−Eγ)

, where
√
s is the center-of-mass

energy of the p-p system. We take the maximum virtuality of Q2
max = 4GeV2.
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where f−1 is the ALP-photon coupling and F̃µν = 1
2ε
µνρσFρσ. The contributions to the

γγ → γγ helicity amplitudes in both cases read

M++++ = − 4

f2

s2

s−m2
a

, (2.3)

M++−− = −(CP )
4

f2

(
s2

s−m2
a

+
t2

t−m2
a

+
u2

u−m2
a

)
, (2.4)

M+++− = 0 , (2.5)

and M+−+−(s, t, u) =M++++(u, t, s), M+−−+(s, t, u) =M++++(t, s, u), where s, t and

u are the Mandelstam variables of the diphoton system and ma is the mass of the ALP.

This is an effective theory valid roughly up to energy
√
s ∼ 4πf . The amplitude grows with

s and unitarity would be violated above this scale. The projections we derive in section 6

yield coupling values well below this unitarity bounds. The unpolarized differential cross-

section is given by

dσ

dΩ
=

1

128π2s

(
|M++++|2 + |M+−+−|2 + |M+−−+|2 + |M++−−|2

)
. (2.6)

Each term in eq. (2.6) in principle contains the SM light-by-light background. However, the

production rate for this process is very small within the acceptance of the forward detectors.

In particular, the CP odd and even cases yield the same differential cross section. The scalar

being coupled to photons, it has a minimal decay width of

Γ(a→ γγ) =
m3
a

4πf2
. (2.7)

In our upcoming projections the decay width of a is a free parameter satisfying Γ ≥
Γ(a → γγ). The decay width will be parametrized via the branching ratio into photons

B(a→ γγ) = Γ(a→ γγ)/Γ.

It is instructive to examine the amplitudes when taking into account our knowledge of

the forward detectors. The forward detectors have access to the process in a given interval

of center-of-mass energy
√
s ∈ [
√
s0,
√
s1], where

√
s0 is sizeable. For the forward detectors

installed at ATLAS and CMS we have roughly
√
s0 ∼ 350 GeV,

√
s1 ∼ 2 TeV, where the

acceptance is efficient. It follows that one can distinguish three regimes for the diphoton

production rate.

If ma <
√
s0, the mass of the particle is negligible from the viewpoint of the detectors,

hence the sensitivity will be independent of m and of the width of the particle. Note that

the cross section still grows as s in this regime as a consequence of the non-renormalizability

of the interaction eq. (2.2), hence the search for a light particle coupled to photons can

benefit a lot from an increase in collision energy. If
√
s0 < ma <

√
s1, the scalar is produced

resonantly. In that regime a bump search can be performed, unless the resonance is very

broad. When the resonance is narrow, the cross section behaves as

σγγ→a→γγ ∝ f−2B a→γγ . (2.8)
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Finally if ma >
√
s1, the scalar is too heavy to be produced resonantly within the accep-

tance of the detector. Taking the ma �
√
s limit, the amplitude can then be described by

the low-energy effective field theory

L+
eff =

1

2f2m2
a

(FµνF
µν)2 , L−eff =

1

2f2m2
a

(FµνF̃
µν)2 , (2.9)

These three regimes will clearly appear on the sensitivity plots.

3 Analysis framework

Our event selection treatment follows the method used in refs. [17, 18, 31, 32, 34, 37, 38] and

resembles analyses reported by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations on search for exclusive

diphoton production in p-p and Pb-Pb collisions [15, 47]. We consider proton-proton

collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1.

We look for photons reconstructed in the barrel region |η| < 2.5, where the reconstruction

efficiency is on average 80% for energetic photons [48, 49]. The photon energy resolution

∆Eγ/Eγ is taken as 1% since we are dealing with multi-GeV photons. We ask for the

leading (subleading) photon to have a minimum transverse momentum of 200 (100) GeV.

To better isolate elastically produced photon pairs, we apply a cut on the azimuthal angle

separation between the two photons |∆φγγ − π| < 0.01 and their transverse momentum

ratio pγT,2/p
γ
T,1 > 0.95. We verified the stability of the elastic selection on the signal by

varying the azimuthal angle separation between the two photons as |∆φγγ − π| < 0.04 and

pγT,2/p
γ
T,1 > 0.90. This diphoton selection yields an acceptance of about 80% on the signal.

Finally, we apply a cut on the invariant mass of the photon pair of 600 GeV for background

suppression purposes. We assume that the trigger efficiency is close to 100% at the end of

our offline selection.

Since the forward detectors can not get arbitrarily close to the proton beam, and

the position of the LHC beam collimators limits the acceptance of the forward detectors

from above, the resulting design acceptance on the protons fractional momentum loss is

0.015 ≤ ξ ≤ 0.15. We assume that ξ is known to 5% precision.

The backgrounds for exclusive photon pair production in p-p collisions can be classified

in reducible and irreducible backgrounds. The irreducible background comes from the

SM light-by-light scattering process, which is induced at one-loop at leading order. This

background is greatly reduced within the mass acceptance of the forward proton detectors.

Two-gluon exchange between the two colliding protons can lead to a photon pair with

intact protons in the final state. However, this background is suppressed more rapidly

compared to the SM light-by-light scattering at larger invariant diphoton masses are [31],

since we are asking for no additional gluon real emission from the gluon ladder diagram,

which formally introduces a Sudakov suppresion factor [50]. Finally, we consider central

exclusive prodution of e+e−, where the dielectron is misidentified as a photon pair. The

misidentification rate electron is about 1%. We find that in our final selection the expected

central exclusive production is negligible.

The dominating background is the overlap of a non-exclusive photon pair and uncor-

related protons coming from soft diffractive interactions (see figure 3). Protons originating

– 6 –
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Figure 3. The dominant background for central exclusive diphoton production comes from non-

exclusive photon pair production (left) overlapped with uncorrelated protons coming from soft

diffractive processes in the additional interactions per bunch crossing (right).

from soft diffractive processes can have fractional momentum losses ξ populating the sig-

nal region, and can lead to fake signals. The cross section for diffractive interactions is

known to be very large (about 1 mb), and the number of secondary interactions per bunch

crossing (pileup) at the current instantaneous luminosity at the LHC in p-p collisions (50

interactions per bunch crossing at worst) enhances the likelihood of faking the signal. How-

ever, central exclusive production events satisfy mγγ =
√
ξ1ξ2s and yγγ = 1

2 log( ξ1ξ2 ). Thus,

we apply a cut |
√
ξ1ξ2s/mγγ − 1| < 0.03 and |yγγ − 1

2 log( ξ1ξ2 )| < 0.03. This last point is

the key to the precision of this search, as it suppresses a large portion of the background,

since non-exclusive photon pairs and protons arising from soft diffractive processes are

kinematically uncorrelated.

Other processes contributing to the reducible background are misidentified photon

pairs overlapped with soft diffractive protons. We consider non-exclusive e+e− pair pro-

duction (Drell-Yan), since electrons and positrons can fake the diphoton pair, and non-

exclusive dijet production, since hard partons can hadronize into a large number of π0

mesons which subsequently decay into photon pairs, which can fake the photon detection.

Finally, there is a semi-exclusive contribution from diphoton production in double

pomeron exchange. This color-singlet exchange can lead to surviving protons and two

energetic photons in the final state. However, the production yield falls rapidly as a function

of the diphoton invariant mass, and the intact protons and the diphoton are not strongly

correlated kinematically since part of the energy is carried by the hadronization of the

pomeron. This contribution is negligible in our final selection.

After applying the offline event selection described in this section, we end up with an

almost background-free probe for light-by-light scattering in p-p collisions at high diphoton

invariant masses, sensitive to cross sections as small as a fraction of a fb, as found before

in refs. [31, 37].

4 Simulation results

The signal γγ → a → γγ subprocess was implemented and generated with the Forward

Physics Monte Carlo event generator (FPMC) [51]. FPMC is an event generator for diffrac-

tive and photon-induced processes in hadronic collisions. The SM light-by-light scattering

– 7 –
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process is also simulated in FPMC, which includes contributions from charged leptons and

the W boson in the one-loop diagram. We also simulated exclusive dielectron production

with this generator.

We also employed FPMC for the double pomeron exchange background. FPMC uses

the fits based on H1 inclusive diffractive results [52] of the pomeron in the Ingelman-

Schlein [53] pomeron parton distribution functions parametrization. The diffractive parton

distribution functions are convoluted with the hard scattering processes library in HER-

WIG 6.5 [54]. FPMC includes a survival probability of 0.03 [50, 55] for pomeron exchange

processes. It is not known what the pomeron flux would be at 13 TeV, as it has to be

constrained experimentally. One may consider this as a theoretical uncertainty. We re-

computed the background yield by rescaling it by a factor of 10 and 100. In neither of

these cases we see a significant contamination after the final selection.

Non-exclusive backgrounds, which include diphoton production, dijet production and

e+e− in Drell-Yan, are simulated in PYTHIA8 [56] using the parton distribution function

set NNPDF2.3 QCD+QED LO parametrization. We verified that our results do not depend

on the choice of the parton distribution function set. For the misidentified jets, we use the

anti-kT algorithm with the FastJet package [57] with a cone radius R = 0.4. The probability

of tagging at least one proton per diffractive interaction is estimated from the minimum

bias library of PYTHIA8 [58]. We assume that the number of secondary interactions per

bunch crossing at the interaction points of the LHC follow a Poisson distribution with

mean µ = 50, the largest number of interactions per bunch crossing at the LHC in Run-2.

For each non-exclusive photon pair event, we sample the proton tag probability estimated

before for protons coming from soft diffractive events from the additional interactions. If

there is at least one proton tagged on each arm, we draw the corresponding ξ value from

a parametrization of the differential yield of diffractive protons dN
dξ

diff ∼ 1
ξ . If more than

one proton is present in a given arm, we choose the one that yields the closest mass and

rapidity to the diphoton system.

The signal and background yields after the sequential selection cuts described in sec-

tion 3 can be seen in table 1. After all the selection cuts, we end up with a near background-

free probe of light-by-light scattering in p-p collisions. The differential yield for the exclu-

sive diphoton candidates can be seen in figure 4. The high signal selection efficiency of the

exclusive selection is illustrated in figure 5.

5 Statistical framework

For our projections, we need to assume a set of observed data. As commonly done, we

assume that no statistical fluctuations are present in these imaginary data, which are

usually dubbed “Asimov” data and that we denote here with a prime. As mentioned

before, the integrated luminosity is chosen to be L = 300 fb−1, which is about the expected

integrated luminosity to be taken by CT-PPS and AFP in Run-2.

The observed events follow a Poisson distribution and for this kind of analysis we can

safely neglect the systematic uncertainties. The statistics for the events together with the

– 8 –
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Sequential selection ALP Excl. SM DPE γγ
e+e− / dijet

+pileup

γγ

+ pile up

[0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15,

pT1,(2) > 200, (100) GeV]
23.1 0.1 0.1 1.2 1246

mγγ > 600 GeV 23.1 0.06 0 0.1 440

[pT2/pT1 > 0.95,

|∆φγγ − π| < 0.01]
23.1 0.06 0 0 35

|mpp/mγγ − 1| < 0.03 21.8 0.06 0 0 1.2

|yγγ − ypp| < 0.03 21 0.06 0 0 0.2

Table 1. Signal and background yields after applying the event sequential selections. For il-

lustrative purposes, we choose an ALP with mass ma = 1200 GeV and a coupling value of

f−1 = 0.1 TeV−1. We assume an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 an average of 50 additional in-

teractions per bunch crossing at
√
s = 13 TeV. Excl. stands for the exclusive backgrounds and DPE

for double pomeron exchange background. Non-exclusive diphoton overlapped with soft diffractive

protons (rightmost column) constitute the dominating background. The first two rows correspond

to the diphoton offline preselection. The third row corresponds to the elastic selection. The last

two rows correspond to the exclusive selection, with mpp =
√
ξ1ξ2s and ypp = 1

2 log( ξ1ξ2 ).
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Figure 4. Differential yield as a function of the photon pair invariant mass for exclusive diphoton

candidates with two tagged protons within the acceptance 0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15. No elastic or

exclusive offline selection is applied for the diphoton candidates in this plot. We assume there

are in average 50 secondary interactions per bunch crossing. For illustrative purposes, we show an

instance of a resonant ALP production with ma = 1200 GeV and a coupling value f−1 = 0.1 TeV−1.
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Figure 5. Distributions of the ratio of the diphoton mass reconstructed with the forward detectors

mpp =
√
ξ1ξ2s to the reconstructed diphoton mass mγγ (left) and the difference of the diphoton

rapidity yγγ and the rapidity reconstructed with the forward detectors ypp = 1
2 log( ξ1ξ2 ) distribution

(right). Diphoton candidates in these plots have passed the elastic selection and the mass lower-

bound of 600 GeV. A strong correlation between the forward-backward and central information

can be seen for the signal (light blue), while for the background (red line) we see these variables

are uncorrelated. We select diphoton candidates lying inside the dashed vertical lines. The width

of the signal in these plots is caused mainly by the ξ1,2 resolution. The integrated luminosity is

300 fb−1 and the average number of pileup interactions is µ = 50. The intact protons lie within the

acceptance 0.015 < ξ1,2 < 0.15.

prediction for the event rates sets the likelihood function needed for our analysis,

L(σ) = Pr(n′|b+ σL) , Pr(n̂|n) =
nn̂e−n

n̂!
(5.1)

where b is the expected number of events from the background. Thanks to the forward

detectors, b is very small, b ≈ 0.2 for L = 300 fb−1.

Our method to obtain the projected 95% CL exclusion contours is the following. We

define the posterior probability density for σ as L(σ)π(σ) where the prior is π(σ) = 1 if

σ > 0, and 0 otherwise. In order to obtain exclusion contours we will assume that no event

is observed, i.e. n′ = 0. This is a reasonable scenario because the expected background is

b ≈ 0.2. The non-observation of events sets an upper bound on the signal event rate. The

higher posterior density region at 1−α credibility level is solved analytically and is simply

given by

1− α =

∫ σα
0 L(σ)π(σ)∫∞
0 L(σ)π(σ)

= 1− e−σαL , (5.2)

hence the boundary of the exclusion region is given by

σα = − 1

L
log(α) . (5.3)

Therefore for a 95% credible interval, one takes α = 0.05 and the exclusion limit is simply

given by σα ≈ 3L−1.
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Let us finally comment on the information from signal and background differential

distributions. Having resonant production in some regime, it is in general useful to use the

characteristic lineshape of a resonant signal to identify it over a background. When doing

such “bump search”, a likelihood comparing signal and background for every bin has to be

used (see e.g. [59]). However, as long as we consider the case n′ = 0, there is no need to

perform such shape analysis, which would require a precise evaluation of the background

on each bin. This is because when n′ = 0, the likelihood on each bin is an exponential,

hence the likelihood for shape analysis becomes equivalent to the likelihood of eq. (5.1).

6 Results and discussion

The expected sensitivity from the exclusive diphoton search can be represented in the ma−f
plane. No other assumption is needed except in the region of resonant production where the

branching ratio into photons has to be fixed. The expected bound is displayed in figure 6

in the ALP-photon coupling and mass plane for a centrally produced ALP with branching

ratio B(a→ γγ) = 1. The lowest coupling values range between 0.02 TeV−1 and 0.06 TeV−1

for masses between 600 GeV to 1.5 TeV. The bound increases rapidly from 1.5 TeV to 2 TeV

and follows a power-law-like behavior for masses larger than 2 TeV independently of the

particle width. For masses below 600 GeV, the coupling is independent of the particle

width and has a value of about 0.4 TeV−1. Bounds with different fixed branching ratios

can be seen in figure 7.

We extracted the existing exclusion limits3 from the compilation in ref. [13]. We show a

subset of these bounds for masses between 10−3 GeV and 2 TeV and coupling values as low

as 10−3 TeV−1, although this landscape of bounds exists down to values of 10−15 GeV in

mass and 10−10 TeV−1 in the coupling. Beam dump searches probe resonant production of

neutral pseudoscalar mesons in photon interactions with nuclei (Primakoff effect). Different

beam dump runs at SLAC collectively yield the area in yellow [60–62]. Upsilon meson

decays searched at the CLEO and BaBar experiments [63, 64] exclude the region shaded

in green. Bounds from collider-based searches for ALPs include measurements of mono-

photons with missing transverse energy (e+e− → γ+invisible) at the LEP (orange), tri-

photon searches on and off the Z0 pole (e+e− → 3γ) at the LEP (light blue and dark

blue), and searches for the same final states in p-p̄ collisions at CDF (magenta) and in p-p

collisions at the LHC (peach). The derivation of these collider-based bounds are discussed

in detail in refs. [14, 65–67]. The region labelled as “Pb-Pb” (light green) was derived in

ref. [16] based on the measurement of light-by-light scattering in ultraperipheral heavy-ion

collisions by the ATLAS collaboration [15]. These collider-based bounds assume B(a →
γγ) = 1. We also include recent constraints presented in ref. [13] based on Higgs boson

and Z boson exotic decays h → Za, h → aa and Z → γa, where a decays into a pair

of charged leptons or a photon pair, which collectively exclude the parameter space in

lavender. These bounds are based on measurements at the LHC in h → Zγ, h → γγ,

h → 4γ and Z → 3γ final states. Unlike our bounds, these constraints assume a given

3The ALP-photon coupling in [13] is related to our coupling convention via f−1 =
Ceff
γγ

Λ
e2.
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Figure 6. Exclusion regions on the ALP-photon coupling f−1 and mass of the ALP ma plane.

On light-shaded grey, we have the expected 95%CL exclusion limit in central exclusive diphoton

production events assuming B(a → γγ) = 1 for 300 fb−1 in Run-2 of the LHC. Existing bounds

are in solid color, are extracted from ref. [13], and can depend on additional assumptions (see text

for details).

coupling value of the ALP to the Higgs boson and Z boson. Another bound (not shown in

our figures) was derived based on diphoton resonances searches in the inclusive diphoton

cross section measurement at various p-p center-of-mass energies in ref. [68], with the

additional assumption of an ALP-gluon coupling.

The LHC region at high mass comes from CMS and ATLAS bump searches in the γγ

spectrum recasted for ALPs in ref. [65]. A basic extrapolation at 300 fb−1 and
√
s = 13 TeV

luminosity tells that this LHC exclusion region would be improved by a factor ∼ 4 − 5.

In the 0.6− 2 TeV mass region, this is still below the expected sensitivity of our exclusive

diphoton search by a factor ∼ 3−4, showing that our method is competitive with respect to

standard bump searches. A diphoton bump search as the one in ref. [69] from ATLAS could

in principle be competitive with our sensitivity, however in this experimental analysis a very

narrow width has been assumed at any mass. This does not correspond to our hypothesis

on the width, may not satisfy the theoretical requirement that Γtot ≥ Γγγ , which may be

important for the power of the bump search, hence we have not attempted a comparison

with this search.

For B(a→ γγ) < 1, the sensitivity of our exclusive diphoton search in the 0.6− 2 TeV

mass range decreases as shown in figure 7. This decrease comes simply from the lower signal

rate. The total decay width increases for decreasing B(a → γγ), (as Γ(a → γγ) is fixed

– 12 –
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Figure 7. Exclusion regions on the ALP-photon coupling f−1 and mass ma plane. On light-

shaded grey, we have the expected 95%CL exclusion limit for 300 fb−1 in central exclusive diphoton

production events for different branching ratios of the ALP into two photons. Current excluded

regions for B(a → γγ) = 1 are in solid color, are extracted from ref. [13], and can depend on

additional assumptions (see text for details).

by eq. (2.7)), but the efficiency of our search is width-independent as it consists of a mere

counting of the total event number. The region from LHC bump searches shrinks similarly

when lowering B(a → γγ). However, these searches are valid only for a narrow enough

resonance, typically Γ . 0.05ma [65]. For sufficiently small B(a → γγ), the resonance

width exceeds this threshold value in the LHC exclusion region at large ma, causing the

bump search to lose its power. As a consequence our exclusive diphoton search gains extra

competitiveness in case of a broad resonance.

For a future collider, a precise prediction would be doable only when knowing enough

information on the beam optics and the accelerator’s magnetic lattice. This is necessary

to assess the feasibility of installing forward proton detectors in such a collider and to

determine their acceptance. However, it is worthwhile noticing that if we extrapolate our

study to a 100 TeV p-p collider, assuming the same acceptance for the forward detectors as

in the LHC, the mass of the ALP would be below the minimum diphoton invariant mass

of 1.5 TeV, and therefore the sensitivity would be independent of the mass and width of

the ALP, and the reach in this region is readily known to be f . 6.9 TeV. If it is possible

to install the forward detectors further away from the interaction point, one could measure

smaller proton scattering angles, therefore diphoton invariant masses between 600 GeV and

15 TeV could be reachable.
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7 Conclusion

We examined the possibility of searching for axion-like particles in central exclusive pro-

duction in proton-proton collisions at the center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV for an integrated

luminosity of 300 fb−1. To quantify the exclusion power, we implemented the helicity am-

plitudes for light-by-light scattering induced by effective dimension-5 operators coupling

the new (pseudo) scalars to photons in the publicly available Forward Physics Monte Carlo

event generator.

To mimic as best as possible the search in AFP or CT-PPS, we made a realistic offline

selection on the photon pair as well as on the outgoing intact protons to better isolate

quasi-elastic proton-proton collisions. A proper treatment of the background events, with

the largest contribution coming from non-exclusive diphoton production overlapped with

soft diffractive events, was also presented. We applied a proper statistical treatment to

derive the expected bounds on the ALP-photon coupling in the mass reach covered by the

exclusive channel, which is the main result of this work.

We have found that the bounds on the ALP-photon coupling for masses above 600 GeV

can be improved significantly in the central exclusive photon pair production channel.

These regions are constrained by standard LHC bump searches. In the 0.6− 2 TeV range

we expect that our exclusive diphoton search does better than existing bump searches ex-

trapolated for 300 fb−1 and
√
s = 13 TeV by a factor of ∼ 3−4 in the ALP-photon coupling.

Moreover, the standard bump searches are valid only for narrow enough resonances and

lose efficiency for broad resonances, which is not the case of our exclusive diphoton search

method.

We conclude that ALP search via light-by-light scattering in central exclusive produc-

tion in p-p collisions complements other LHC searches and competes with them, especially

in the 0.6− 2 TeV mass range.
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